


STUDENTS STRUCTURE AND 
CULTURE

DISCIPLINE
VALUES AND ETHICS
LEADERSHIP
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
LEADERSHIP
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
RESPONSIBLE

INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION 
MAKING



FIVE STRATEGIC AREA FOR THE 
STUDENTS

 EVALUATING- TRACKING PROCESS
 ENSURING- STUDENTS INVOLVEMENT
 INCREASING- SUCCESSFUL TRANSITIONS INCREASING- SUCCESSFUL TRANSITIONS
 PROMOTING- POSITIVE CONNECTION 
 CREATIVE- COLLABORATIVE  PARTNERSHIP



KEY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUE

 INTRODUCTION
 LEARNING PYRAMID
 ENGAGE
 VARIETY VARIETY
 ACTIVE LEARNING
 RECAPITULATION
 EVALUATION
 LEARNING BY DOING



PYRAMID LEARNING OF 
STUDENTS 



GROUP TEACHING 
PROJECT METHOD
FIELD TRIP
PROBLEM SOLVING LEARNING
ROLE PLAY
NARRATIVE 
STORY TELLINGSTORY TELLING
MODEL BUILDING
BUZZ SESSION
DOUBT SESSION
REAL LIFE LEARNING





DIRECT METHOD
CLASS ROOM 
DISCUSSION

Teaching  
methodologies 

INTERACTIVE 
LEARNING

QUESTIONNAIRE

methodologies 







HONEY COMB 
CH – 6  EXPERT  DETECTIVES

LEARNING  / UNDERSTANDING - Information  about  the  Writer , Reference  
with  examples , Self  – Experiences , Movies etc.

RECAPITULATION – Listening Comprehension  , Dictation, Interactive Learning

SPEAKING - Class room Discussion based  on  Chapter explanation, Questionnaire 
to check the knowledge about the chapterto check the knowledge about the chapter

READING  - Reading  lesson to improve Conversational Skill , Pronunciation , Hard 
Words, Word – Meanings

WRITING – Subject – Enrichment Activities, Writing Character Sketch of   a 
Detective and experience based on it

LESSON  BASED L, S,R,W – Experiencing the characters, Individual And Group 
tasks, Under standing the difference  between Homophones, Role Play



KEY  POINTS -

Nishad and Maya are brother-sister.

They are very curious to know about Mr. Nath.

They start interrogation about Mr. Nath.

They collect information about him.

Maya takes Mr. Nath as a crook .

ACTIVITY -

To encourage students to interrogate.

Making them aware to understand the poor.

To make them understand somebody's feeling.

To encourage them to collect difficult information from anywhere.

Maya takes Mr. Nath as a crook .

Nishad doesn`t agree with her.



HONEY COMB 
POEM – MYSTERY  OF  TALKING  FAN

LEARNING  / UNDERSTANDING - Information  about  the  Poet , Reference  with  
examples , Self  – Experiences , Movies etc.

RECAPITULATION – Listening Comprehension  , Dictation , Interactive Learning

SPEAKING - Class room Discussion based  on  Poem explanation, Questionnaire to 
check the knowledge about the chaptercheck the knowledge about the chapter

READING  - Reading  Poem aloud to improve Conversational Skill , Pronunciation , 
Hard Words, Word – Meanings

WRITING – Subject – Enrichment Activities, Writing Brief  Summary on their own

LESSON  BASED L, S,R,W – Experiencing the characters, Individual And Group 
tasks, Under standing the difference  between Homophones, Role Play



HONEY COMB 
CH – 7  THE  INVENTION  OF  VITA-WONK

LEARNING  / UNDERSTANDING - Information  about  the  Writer , Reference  
with  examples , Self  – Experiences , Movies etc.

RECAPITULATION – Listening Comprehension  , Dictation, Interactive Learning

SPEAKING - Class room Discussion based  on  Chapter explanation, Questionnaire 
to check the knowledge about the chapterto check the knowledge about the chapter

READING  - Reading  lesson to improve Conversational Skill , Pronunciation , Hard 
Words, Word – Meanings

WRITING – Subject – Enrichment Activities (Writing Recipes) , Writing Character 
Sketch of   a Inventor Mr. Wonka and his invention

LESSON  BASED L, S,R,W – Experiencing the characters, Individual And Group 
tasks, Under standing the difference  between Homophones, Role Play



KEY  POINTS -

Mr. Willy Wonka, the scientist invents a medicine named as Vita Wonka.

This medicine makes people younger.

Mr. Wonka mentions different kinds of trees in the lesson.

They are –Douglas fir, Oak, Cedar, Bristlecone Pine tree.

He tells that the Bristlecone tree lives the longest for more than 4000 years and he 

prepared a black liquid by boiling and mixing of different parts of different living things.

He gave four drops of that black liquid to a 20 years old man named as Oompa-Loompa.

The volunteer, who swallowed four drops of the new invention became, old, began 

ACTIVITY –
To make them familiar with the invention made by Mr. Willy Wonka.

To enable them to develop thinking skill and imagine imaginary stories.

To motivate them to write imaginary stories.

To enable them to use new words and phrases in their practical life.

To make them familiar with different kinds of trees and living things .

The volunteer, who swallowed four drops of the new invention became, old, began 

wrinkling and shriveling  and he turned into at fellow of 75. The name of the invention was 

Vita-Wonk.

Finally, the scientist got success in his new invention of Vita-Wonka.



HONEY COMB 
POEM – DAD  AND  THE  CAT  AND THE TREE

LEARNING  / UNDERSTANDING - Information  about  the  Poet , Reference  with  
examples , Self  – Experiences , Movies etc.

RECAPITULATION – Listening Comprehension  , Dictation , Interactive Learning

SPEAKING - Class room Discussion based  on  Poem explanation, Questionnaire to 
check the knowledge about the chaptercheck the knowledge about the chapter

READING  - Reading  Poem aloud to improve Conversational Skill , Pronunciation , 
Hard Words, Word – Meanings

WRITING – Subject – Enrichment Activities, Writing Brief  Summary on their own

LESSON  BASED L, S,R,W – Experiencing the characters, Individual And Group 
tasks, Under standing the difference  between Homophones, Rhyming Words, Role 
Play



HONEY COMB 
CH – 8  FIRE : FRIEND  AND  FOE

LEARNING  / UNDERSTANDING - Information  about  the  Writer , Reference  
with  examples , Self  – Experiences , Movies etc.

RECAPITULATION – Listening Comprehension  , Dictation, Interactive Learning

SPEAKING - Class room Discussion based  on  Chapter explanation, Questionnaire 
to check the knowledge about the chapterto check the knowledge about the chapter

READING  - Reading  lesson to improve Conversational Skill , Pronunciation , Hard 
Words, Word – Meanings

WRITING – Subject – Enrichment Activities, Writing Character Sketch of   a 
Inventor Mr. Wonka and his invention

LESSON  BASED L, S,R,W – Experiencing the characters, Individual And Group 
tasks, Under standing the difference  between Homophones, Role Play



KEY  POINTS –

Three things are needed to make fire: fuel, oxygen and heat.

Fire is the result of a chemical reaction.

The most common fuels are wood, coal, cooking gas and petrol.

The particular temperature at which the fuel begins to burn is called the “flash point” .

Fire is a good servant but a very cruel master .

We use fire to cook food, keep ourselves warm, produce electricity, etc. 

Uncontrolled fire burns homes and forests, and also kills people. 

We can put out the fire in three ways.

If we take the fuel away, no burning can take place.If we take the fuel away, no burning can take place.

The second way of putting out a fire is to stop the supply of oxygen.

The third way is to remove the heat or bring down the temperature.

Water spray cannot put out the oil fire.

Water should not be used to fight electric fire, but it may cause electric shock.

Firemen are highly trained persons.

Fire is still worshipped in many parts of the world.

ACTIVITY –
To enable the students to know the causes of fire. 
To impart the students practical knowledge of putting off Fire.
Role Play of  Fire Fighters.



HONEY COMB 
POEM – MEADOW SURPRISES

LEARNING  / UNDERSTANDING - Information  about  the  Poet , Reference  with  
examples , Self  – Experiences , Movies etc.

RECAPITULATION – Listening Comprehension  , Dictation , Interactive Learning

SPEAKING - Class room Discussion based  on  Poem explanation, Questionnaire to 
check the knowledge about the chaptercheck the knowledge about the chapter

READING  - Reading  Poem aloud to improve Conversational Skill , Pronunciation , 
Hard Words, Word – Meanings

WRITING – Subject – Enrichment Activities, Writing Brief  Summary on their own

LESSON  BASED L, S,R,W – Experiencing the characters, Individual And Group 
tasks, Under standing the difference  between Homophones, Rhyming Words, Role 
Play



AN  ALIEN  HAND
CH – 6  I  WANT  SOMETHING  IN  A CAGE

LEARNING  / UNDERSTANDING - Information  about  the  Writer , Reference  
with  examples , Self  – Experiences , Movies etc.

RECAPITULATION – Listening Comprehension  , Dictation, Interactive Learning

SPEAKING - Class room Discussion based  on  Chapter explanation, Questionnaire 
to check the knowledge about the chapterto check the knowledge about the chapter

READING  - Reading  lesson to improve Conversational Skill , Pronunciation , Hard 
Words, Word – Meanings

WRITING – Subject – Enrichment Activities, Writing Character Sketch of  the man 
who visited  the shop.

LESSON  BASED L, S,R,W – Experiencing the characters, Individual And Group 
tasks, Under standing the difference  between Homophones, Role Play



KEY  POINTS –

Mr. Purcell was a short, fussy, professional man who wore large glasses making 
him look like a friendly, wise owl. 
He had a pet shop which had all necessary items required for care of animals and 
birds. 
 Generally his shop used to have a lot of customers however one cold day he 
waited for customers but none came. So he sat on a stool and started reading the 
newspaper when suddenly he noticed a man standing.
 He wondered how the man had arrived since he did not make any sound. 
Anyhow, as a good shopkeeper he attended to his customer. 
The man told Mr. Purcell that he desired for something in a cage and bought a The man told Mr. Purcell that he desired for something in a cage and bought a 
pair of doves for 5 dollars and  told Mr. Purcell that he had made this much 
money through ten years of hard work in prison .
 Then the shop keeper saw a very astonishing sight the man released the cage 
birds as soon as he left the shop. 
The shopkeeper thought of it as a waste of money but he did not realize that the 
man knew the feeling of being locked up thus he set the birds free because he had 
realized the importance of freedom.



AN  ALIEN  HAND
CH – 7  CHANDNI

LEARNING  / UNDERSTANDING - Information  about  the  Writer , Reference  
with  examples , Self  – Experiences , Movies etc.

RECAPITULATION – Listening Comprehension  , Dictation, Interactive Learning

SPEAKING - Class room Discussion based  on  Chapter explanation, Questionnaire 
to check the knowledge about the chapterto check the knowledge about the chapter

READING  - Reading  lesson to improve Conversational Skill , Pronunciation , Hard 
Words, Word – Meanings

WRITING – Subject – Enrichment Activities, Writing Character Sketch of   the goat 
Chandni and her master Abbu Khan.

LESSON  BASED L, S,R,W – Experiencing the characters, Individual And Group 
tasks, Under standing the difference  between Homophones, Role Play



KEY POINTS –

 Abbu Khan kept goats as pets.

He loved his goats like his own children.

He gave them the juiciest grass and grains to eat.

He calls them by some funny names.

All the goats left him one by one.

The goats have great fascinations for natural beauty.

A young goat will stay with him for a long time.A young goat will stay with him for a long time.

He named the new goat as chandni.

Chandni means moon light.

Death in an open field is far better than life in a small hut.

Success or failure is a matter of luck.

Chandni is the winner. 

ACTIVITY –
To enable the students to gather  the  knowledge about keeping pets 

Acquire the knowledge of Mountain animals.



GRAMMAR
CH 16 – Punctuation 
CH 17 – Sentence – Kinds  of  
Sentence
CH 18 – Sentences – Phrases  and  
Clauses
CH 19 – Kinds  of  ClausesCH 19 – Kinds  of  Clauses



 The main goal in grammar teaching is to enable 
learners to achieve linguistic competence.

 To make them able to use grammar as a tool or 
resource in the comprehension and creation of 
oral and written discourse efficiently, effectively, oral and written discourse efficiently, effectively, 
and appropriately according to the situation.

 To impart  writing  skills.
 To improve the Vocabulary.

























 Reading aloud.
 To develop Communication Skill
 To encourage them to take part in Oral Skills like 

Extempore, Debate, Group Discussion, Short 
Speech, Small Talk  , Story Telling, Drama, Skit. Speech, Small Talk  , Story Telling, Drama, Skit. 



ᗎDICTATION

ᗎCLASS  TEST

ᗎWEEKLY   TEST – After  completion 

of Every chapterof Every chapter

ᗎASSESSMENT – periodic  and  

Termwise

ᗎREVISION 





TOPICS 1) RATIONAL NUMBER
2) PRACTICAL GEOMETRY



TOPIC  PRACTICAL GEOMETRYTOPIC  PRACTICAL GEOMETRY
SUB :-TOPIC 1) CONSTRUCTION OF PARALLEL LINE

2) CONTRUCTING A TRIANGLE IN SSS 
CRITERIA,SAS CRITERIA ,ASA CRITERIA ,RHS CRITERIA 





 TEACHING MATERIAL TEACHING MATERIAL
 PROTACTOR
 SCALE
 PENCIL
 THREAD
 COMPASS





















Objective The students will be able to 
To construct triangles. – Contruction of triangle using   
SSS   criteria, SAS criteria, ASA criteria and RHS 
criteria 





































































 History
 Chapter-6
 Town, Traders and 

Craftspersons 
 Chapter-7
 Tribes, Nomads and 

 Civics 
 Chapter-6
 Understanding 

Media
 Chapter-7 Tribes, Nomads and 

Settled Communities
 Geography
 Chapter-7
 Human Environment-

Settlement , Transport 
and Communication

 Chapter-7
 Understanding 

Advertising
 Geography
 Chapter-6
 Natural Vegetation 

and Wildlife



 Key terms
 Define the words
 Answer in word
 Answer in one sentences

Answer in brief Answer in brief
 Answer in detail
 Activity based on chapter



 Video
 Mind Map
 Flow chart
 Flash card

Charts Charts



 Students will able to understand the advertising 
are nothing but to sell something a product , 
service or an idea.

 Student will able to understand the importance 
of  Natural vegetation which is grown without 
human interferences.

 Student will able to understand the importance  Student will able to understand the importance 
of transport and communication which is very 
necessary in our daily life.

 Student will able to understand the importance 
of
banjaras played an important role in the 

economy of
India.    

















Asking them question related 
to the topic or make them to 
solve the worksheet.solve the worksheet.

Recapitulation of topic.
Oral drilling of key terms.



Key terms
Define the terms
Answer in one word
Answer in one sentences
Answer in one word

Answer in one sentences
Answer in brief



Additional Measure taken for 
slow learner

Extra class can be conducted.
Give them more general 
Extra class can be conducted.

Give them more general 
example to understanding.

Again show them video and 
boost them to do well







કા ય-8 [ચરણોમા]ં િવ યાથ ઓ કા ય-8 [ચરણોમા]ં િવ યાથ ઓ 
ુદરતની ુદંરતા િવશે સમ .]   
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Month- October 


















































































































































































October 2019-20  
Lesson Plan 

Chapter 6:Animations 
in FLASH 













Timeline, frames, keyframes
and layers

Inserting and removing 
frames and keyframesframes and keyframes

Creating animations in Flash
Testing an animation
Saving an animation as a 

movie





HTML tags and attributes
Structure of an HTML 

document
Text editor for HTMLText editor for HTML

Creating and saving an 
HTML document
Viewing and editing an 

HTML document
Other Useful HTML tags


